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OPINIONS

I n next year’s election, you might find yourself
picking dozens of judges on an insanely long bal-
lot. Or you might never vote in a multiple candi-

date judicial election ever again.
Legislative leaders are considering a wide range

of options for overhauling how North Carolina
chooses its judges – from the state Supreme Court to
the local District Court judge who deals with your
traffic ticket case. The overhaul will be the topic of a
rare January session of the House and Senate. So far,
lawmakers have said they might force judges to run
for election every two years, or they might create a
system where judges are appointed by state leaders
instead of being elected. Understandably, Democrats
fear the goal is to “rig the judiciary” by putting more
Republicans on the bench.

The House has already approved a judicial re-
districting plan that addresses imbalances in the sizes
of District and Superior Court districts, while creating
more districts where Republicans could win. Then on
Oct. 17, two key Republican leaders in both chambers
unveiled a proposal to elect all judges every two years
– far shorter terms than the four- to eight-year terms
used now. The latter proposal appears to be in re-
sponse to Republican legislators courtroom losses
over controversial laws. Rep. David Lewis, R-Harnett,
said in a news release that it stems from complaints
“about judges legislating from the bench.”

Some say the two-year term proposal is intended
to make judges, who likely don’t want to spend more
time running for re-election, support a far different
approach. Senate leaders want to consider a judicial
appointment system, which would put some combi-
nation of the legislature, the governor and a group of
legal experts in charge of picking judges. Voters
might still have a role, but it would be through reten-
tion elections where they’d decide to keep or reject
an incumbent judge – without any other choices on
the ballot.

“One thing I think most folks agree on is elections
are not necessarily the best way to pick judges,”
Senate leader Phil Berger’s chief of staff, Jim
Blaine, said in a recent interview with Spectrum
News. Every diligent voter has struggled to research
judicial candidates at election time. They typically
offer vague platitudes like “I will uphold the law,”
and so many voters simply use endorsements from
their political party – injecting partisanship into an
office that shouldn’t be political. Other voters opt for
the judicial candidate with the funniest name, or one
that shares their gender or race.

While they plan to appoint a committee on the
topic soon, Senate leaders have been quiet about the
judicial appointment systems they’re considering.
That evasiveness has prompted some irresponsible
speculation by Democrats, who have stoked outrage
by saying the GOP wants to put the legislature solely
in charge of picking judges.

Blaine insists that’s not the case, and he outlined
two possible options in the Spectrum News interview.
One, similar to a 1995 bill backed by then-Sen. Roy
Cooper, would have the governor nominate judges,
who’d then be confirmed by the legislature. At the
end of a judge’s term, voters would decide whether to
give them a second term. If they reject the incum-
bent, the appointment process would begin again. The
second system described by Blaine starts the process
with “some sort of commission that vets the qual-
ifications” and sends recommendations to the legisla-
ture. The legislature would narrow that list to a few
candidates for the governor to choose from, with
retention elections at the end of each judge’s term.

An appointment system with strong checks and
balances could help take politics out of the judiciary.
Appointing judges isn’t unusual or anti-democratic:
Our neighbors in South Carolina and Virginia have
always had the legislature in charge of picking judges,
and they haven’t turned into banana republics.

But for the change to work, Democrats and Re-
publicans have to stop focusing on which system will
put the most members of their party in the court-
room. They’ll need to take time, gather plenty of
input from the public, and – dare I hope for this? –
actually attempt a little bipartisan cooperation.

Colin Campbell is editor of the Insider State Govern-
ment News Service. Follow him at NCInsider.com or
@RaleighReporter. Write to him at
ccampbell@ncinsider.com .

Appointing
of judges
could work,
if done right
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Kapoor would bring much needed oversight

We are fortunate to have a candidate for the
Asheville City Council that has the professional
background to bring some sense to dealing with the
city budget and in the monitoring expenses. In my
opinion, our current City Council is so focused on
funding their special interests and raising taxes to
do those projects that they are digging us into an
infrastructure hole; and, not adequately funding
basic needs for the maintenance and support of
basic City services. 

Observation: the city is having large cost over-
runs in the millions; taking on projects that are coun-
tywide in scope; staffing of administration is running
out of control; there are exorbitant legal fees; little
attention is given to the nuts and bolts of operations,
however we run amok with new expenses. The City
Council is not holding the city manager accountable
and he has gotten nice raises over his tenure.

Look around the city at the number of signs ad-
vertising businesses that are out of business. One
building was torn down over a year ago and the sign
is still up. Recall 2015 after the budget was approved
in June, it was discovered in October that all of the
swimming pools were in dire need of repair and
replacement. And, who’s maintaining all of those
“greenways”? Who is asking department heads
about their capital and operating budgets, their
needs vs the amount they are granted? 

In addition, Vijay Kapoor brings a much needed
representation from the area south of the Parkway
to the City Council.

Ken Michalove, former Asheville mayor and city manager

Believing in sin isn’t bigotry

Regarding a letter to Ask John, am I a bigot if I
think homosexuality is a sin? The writer did not say
they were inferior. They said it was a sin. Just like
the sin that you and me commit everyday. 

We are all in need of a savior. And I believe the
columnist needs to give a little more thought to a
response before responding. I think what the col-
umnist really thought is: “What does my readership
want to hear?”

Stephen Jones, Spartanburg, SC

A smarter voting solution

Colin Campbell’s recent column, “Wacky rules
complicate municipal elections,” highlighted the
inconvenience for voters of having to vote twice for
municipal candidates - once to narrow the field and
once to select the winners. I agree it should not be
that difficult to select our local leaders.

There is a simple solution that has been used suc-
cessfully in many countries for decades. We could
allow voters to rank their preferences among candi-
dates. Then, if enough candidates do not reach the
required number of votes for election by counting
first preference votes, the second preference votes
are added, then the third preference, etc., until win-
ners emerge. The technical name for this system is
the “single transferable vote,” or STV. Eventually, the
preferences of all voters help determine the result.

North Carolina could save the cost and hassle of

extra elections by adopting STV at the municipal
level. It would be like an instant runoff and no one’s
vote would be wasted.

Tom Fehsenfeld, Asheville

Wisler deserves your vote

In review of the results of the Asheville primary, I
was encouraged to observe that a large percentage of
our citizens recognized Gwen Wisler, our current vice
mayor, as one deserving to be re-elected to Asheville
City Council for another term. 

Gwen Wisler has more than once let her business
background show as she steered Council’s financial
decisions in a manner that resulted in cost savings
and responsible use of our tax money. We can do no
wrong in sanctioning this primary vote by fully sup-
porting the re-election of Gwen Wisler for another
term to Asheville City Council.

Max Haner, Asheville

A shared commission to elect judges

Of all the ways to choose judges, election is usually
the worst and appointment is often the best — but not
always. If a “merit selection” system becomes mere
gloss on crony politics, or gives all the selection pow-
er to only one branch of government, it is a travesty,
not a reform. 

That’s the danger in your recent editorial sugges-
tion that leaders of the General Assembly could ap-
point the people to nominate candidates for the bench.
Of the three branches, the legislative is the most dan-
gerous to the public. That problem isn’t cured by
having the majority and minority leaders agree. It
likely means that even if the governor actually ap-
points the judge — as he or she should — there will be
no one but present or former legislators on the list for
consideration. Then forget about fair hearings on
gerrymandering or tax giveaway schemes.

A trustworthy merit selection would give control
of the nominating commission to no single person or
branch of government. For example, the governor,
the bar and the legislature could share it. But to let
any one dominate would be a fraud on the public and
an affront to the American principle of equal justice
under law.

Martin A. Dyckman, Asheville
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